Oregon’s ircendy approved doctorassisted suicide law spurs debate
in Point-Counterpoint

Injuries for college athletes
often lead to lengthy rehab,
surgery, even end of season
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No more
remedial
education
after 2007
By Terri ’llsorp
Staff Writer
The
California
State
University Board of Trustees
has set a target date, 2007, when
all CSU campuses will no longer
provide remedial classes to their
students.
According to Ken Swisher,
vice president of academic
affairs at the chancellor’s office,
the CSU Board of Trustees is not
responsible for providing remedial education.
"It is a waste of money to
spend millions to teach material
students should know before
being enrolled in the CSU system," Swisher said.
All 23 CSU campuses now
require freshmen to take the
English placement test and the
entry level mathematics test
after admission and prior to
enrolling in the CSU system.
Students may be exempt
because of scores earned on
other tests such as the SAT and

See page 4
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Mirror, mirror, on the wall

ACT, two aptitude tests given to
high school seniors.
Prior to this fall, freshmen
were allowed to take both the
English placement and entry
level mathematics tests sometime during their first two
semesters, with some waiting as
long as their third.
Transfer students are exempt
from taking the English placement test upon transfer of a
community college course that
satisfies the English composition requirement with a grade of
C or better. Transfer students
would also be exempt from the
entry level mathematics test
upon completion of a course in
quantitative reasoning with a
grade of C or better from their
community college.
According to Swisher, students who scored low on either
the . English placement test or
the entry level mathematics test
must complete assigned remedial classes classes that do not
qualify toward a bachelor’s

See Remedial, page 6

Junior Sarah Jenkins prepares to apply the finishing touches to
her face during a class on makeup for stage, film and television.
Jenkins, a theater arts major, was practicing using various brushes,

Rosalitula Garza/ Spartan D.tik
color pallets and pencils to recreate her look as Marilyn Monroe.
She will portray the late film star in the upcoming theater production
"Die, Die, Diana," opening Oct. 23 at San Jose State University.

Federal Reserve lowers interest King, queen nominations due today
rate; Wall Street not satisfied
By Cecilia Afzelius- Alm
’matt ritt r

By Lisa Marie F. Arellano
Staff Writer
For the first time in nearly three years, the Federal
Reserve Board cut shortterm interest rates in an
effort to minimize the
effects of a spreading global
crisis on the U.S. economy.
Tuesday’s cut brought
down short-term interest
rates a quarter of a point
from 5.5 percent to 5.25 percent.
"By making it easier to
borrow money, interest rate
cuts prop up the economy
and make the U.S. more
attractive to investors," said
George Bettisworth, vice
president and financial
advisor at Morgan StanleyDean Witter in San Jose.

"At a lower rate, money
that might be invested overseas will be kept here."
Bruce Cochran, a finance
professor at San Jose State
University, said Tuesday’s
cut is a sign that economic
policy makers are taking
the threat of a slowdown in
the American economy seriously.
"There’s a huge economic
slowdown elsewhere in the
world and the U.S. has been
pretty much
so far
insulated from it," Cochran
said. "The reserve board is
trying to prevent the crises
in Asia, Latin America and
Russia from affecting our
economy."
month,
Earlier
this
Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan warned
that the United States was

unlikely to remain an "oasis
of prosperity" in the face of a
currency crisis that began
in Asia, then spread to
Russia in August and is now
threatening Latin American
countries.
Technically, the interest
rate cut will slightly lower
borrowing costs on everything from auto loans to
home equity lines of credit if
commercial
banks,
as
expected, follow suit in coming days by lowering their
benchmark prime lending
rates.
The benchmark prime
lending rate is the rate at
which banks charge their
best customers with no collateral, a form of security
given as a pledge for the

See Fed, page 6

Five o’clock today is the deadline
for people wanting to turn in an
application for the 1998 homecoming king and queen nomination.
According to last year’s nominated king and queen, the San Jose
State University homecoming king
and queen awards are high achievement nominations for students who
excel academically and are involved
in campus or community activities.
Only student organizations recognized by the Student Life Center
can nominate a student for the
award.
Alfonso De Alba, executive director of the Associated Students, said
the A.S. is coordinating with the
alumni association, which selects
the committee that will interview
and vote on the nominees.
Finalists and winners will be
announced at halftime during the
football homecoming game against
Rice University, which starts at 6

p.m. on Oct. 10. All finalists must
also attend a rally on Oct. 9.
"Last year there were eight members of the committee," De Alba said.
"They will select the winners, write
it down and seal the envelope. (The
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The winners become
spokespeople for
issues dealt with by
the university.
Jeffrey Batuhan
1997 homecoming king

names) won’t be official until homecoming."
Last year’s homecoming king,
Jeffrey Batuhan, now interning at

SJSU President Robert Caret’s
office, said the winner has to take on
a project for a year.
"The winners become spokespeople for issues dealt with by the university," he said.
Batuhan himself went to tv,()
local elementary schools and talked
about the importance of education
"The younger the kids are when
they understand that a collego
degree is necessary, the better,- he
said. "I went to fourth -and fifth
graders."
The homecoming queen of 1997,
Aimee Francioni, said that her most
important project was to raise
money for the Leukemia Society.
"I trained for six months and collected $2,100 on my own," she said.
However, most students on campus have never heard of the homecoming king and queen nominations.
Greg Kelly, double major in economics and environmental studies,
said that he could have sent in an

See Nominations, page 5

Frustration level high in parking conflict between Event Center, students
By Julia B. Wright
Staff Writer
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San Jose State University traffic and parking attendant Manuel
Villegas turns cars away after the Seventh Street Parking Garage
was filled to capacity on Tuesday morning. This scene is a common
sight for students searching for parking spaces.

As a result of past problems
with traffic congestion and parking during special events, a
parking consultant was hired by
the Student Union Event
Center.
Event parking specialist Nick
Carter, hired in June, has previously coordinated parking for
the San Jose Ice Arena and the
Oakland Coliseum.
"Nick will be working with
event coordinators, University
Police Department and Traffic
and Parking Operations to come
up with ideas to accommodate
parking for both students and
guests during events," said
Robbie Sandoval, event coordinator for the Student Union
Event Center.
One of the conflicts with special event parking is the $81 special parking permits purchased

by students living in the residence halls. The resident S-permit restricts students to parking
only in the Seventh Street
Garage.
"When an event attracts
crowds of 300 to 1,000 people to
campus, the residents must compete with guests for parking
spots," Sandoval said.
As a result, sophomore Jeff
Tsai, a resident of Royce Hall,
said he was turned away on
three separate days in the last
year by parking attendants of
Seventh Street Garage. On the
first occasion in February, Tsai
said he came back from the grocery store at about 6 p.m. and
was told to park elsewhere by a
parking attendant because the
garage was full of concert-goers.
Tsai said he explained to the
attendant he lived in the residence halls and was not permitted to park in any other garage,
but was still refused parking. On
the fourth attempt to get into the

garage, Tsai said the parking
attendant let him in to look for a
parking spot.
Tsai said he waited for almost
an hour for a spot to become
available.
"They let all the special guests
take over the Seventh Street
Garage, which is supposed to be
for student residents," Tsai said.
"It’s unfair because we pay
money to live here and park
here, and we don’t have any
where else to park."
After being turned away and
told to park in the Fourth Street
Garage twice more this year,
Tsai filed a written complaint
with Traffic and Parking.
"I really don’t like residents
being treated this way. (Parking
enforcement) should make the
guests park far away and walk
to the Event Center," Tsai said.
According to Yolonda Castro,
citation enforcement coordinator
for
Traffic
and
Parking
Operations, the parking atten-

dants leave a buffer zone of open
parking spaces so S-permit students can still park after the
garage is closed.
"Our staff is trained to recognize S-permits and rarely turns
students away," Castro said.
"When we do send drivers away,
it’s because the lot is completely
full."
Castro said when residents
are told to park in another

See Conflict, page 6
partiii at SJSI
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Doctor-assisted suicide has now gained
a foothold in America with the passage
of legislation in Oregon. Do terminally
ill patients have a right to die?
Institutionalizing suicide
wrong; doctors are trained
to save lives, not end them

Doctor-assisted suicide
allows terminally ill people
access to dignified death

Let’s turn suicide into a million-dollar business. All that
has to be done is to just legalize doctor-assisted suicides for terminally ill patients like the state of
Oregon has done recently, and that
will become a reality.
Just think, as easily as you can
order a Big Mac, you can get a doctor to kill you or your loved ones.
How many patients will the medical community proudly boast that
they have served?
So much for the Hippocratic
Oath that doctors follow, which tells them to bring no
harm to a patient. Dr. Kevorkian obviously was absent
the day they taught this oath in his class. Society does
not need a bunch of Dr. Kevorkians.
Doctors are paid to save lives, not to end them.
Already, HMOs are forcing doctors to cut costs by denying importatnt tests and operations to their patients that
could save their lives. Therefore, it is not a stretch that
HMOs could convince doctors to cut costs by eliminating
hopeless patients. Relatives who want an early inheritance might get a doctor to put their ailing great-grandmother out of her misery. After all, there is no reason to
wait the extra six months if they are going to die anyway.
Hospitals can convince shocked and bereaved relatives to
allow them to end the "suffering’ of a patient so that they
do not have to foot the cost of taking care of them.
At first glance, legalizing doctor assisted suicides
might appear to be about ending the suffering of
patients, but money is a major part of this issue. No one
will come out and say so, but the Grim Reaper has a
financial stake in all of this.
The suffering of terminally ill patients is not to be
denied or understated. There is no way for those of us
who are healthy to imagine the pain they are going
through. To live day by day in this state is unimaginable
to most of us and would take an amount of courage that
is inconceivable.
Personally, I would not want to deny these people the
right to end a pain that is doubtless horrifying and dehumanizing but to institutionalize suicide would be wrong.
AS a society, it would be wrong to make suicide an acceptable aspect of the medical profession.
There is no guarantee this would stop with just terminally ill patients. Will those who are paralyzed, disfigured, incurably insane, maimed or have cancer also be
able to submit applications?
Somebody will have to decide who is worthy enough to
die. Pain will become something that has to be measured
and not everyone views pain in the same way. What is an
acceptable circumstance for one person will not be the
same for another person.
Each individual person has a different standard on
when a person should be allowed to kill themselves. For
some, suicide is never the answer and for others it is the
E ticket to a ride on the Hale-Bopp comet to enlightenment. So, which of the above gets to decide?
The truth is that giving human beings the legal power
over death is not the answer. With such an issue there
may never be an answer, and perhaps that is the way it
should be.

Doctor-assisted suicide has to
become a viable option for
the terminally ill.
Anyone opposed to putting a
merciful end to pain and suffering
is opposing basic human rights in
the process. Personal freedoms of
choice cannot be dictated by others, whether in our churches or our
legislature.
Most adversaries to assisted
suicide claim life is a gift from God,
and therefore only God can take it.
However, they don’t call cancer a gift.
They don’t call the complete loss of dignity and capabilities a gift.
They don’t call the relentless pain and suffering that
can accompany dying a gift.
They do, however, say that to end a life before the
Creator is intrinsically evil.
The evil is in forcing families to do nothing as they
watch the person they love succumb to a terminal disease.
When the U.S. Supreme Court had the chance last
year to declare assisted suicide for the terminally ill constitutional, they left it to the individual states instead.
They found that while no American had a constitutional right to assisted suicide, there was nothing unconstitutional about a state passing a law that would allow it.
With that ruling, Oregon’s Death With Dignity law,
which had survived a court injunction and was twice
approved by voters, could be legally implemented.
Unfortunately, the compassion in this law is being
overshadowed by the scare tactics of its opponents.
Many anti -choice, religious based organiiations are calling it doctor assisted murder and implying that people
with less than perfect health or capabilities will be targeted for execution.
James Dobson, president of Focus on the Family, a
Christian organization, was among those to trivialize
the law’s intent.
"For the moment, if you are elderly and ill, Oregon is
the last place you should want to be," he said in an endof-the-year review.
Such a suggestion is ludicrous and demeaning to the
serious nature of the law, as well as to the dying who
might be considering it as an option.
A person seeking doctor-assisted suicide has no control over getting a terminal disease. Nobody else should
have control over their right to determine how long
they’re going to endure it.
It is not as a voter or as a Catholic parishioner that I
support doctor assisted suicide. It is as a daughter.
A daughter who, when her father was diagnosed with
cancer, prayed that it would not kill him.
And then, after several agonizing months of watching
cancer deteriorate the man who was always going to
protect her, a daughter that begged God for an end to his
suffering.
My dad’s quality of life was reduced to the standards
he feared, and no amount of morphine could reduce the
excruciating pain that prevented him from even moving.
I don’t know if he would have opted for doctor assisted suicide. However, the respect of his rights as a human
being that legal doctor assisted suicide symbolizes
would have secured his dignity.

Shane Lewis is a Spartan Daily senior staff writer.
Illustration by Cindy Wong

Margaret Bethel is a Spartan Daily senior staff writer.
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Would you help someone you loved who was terminally ill commit suicide if they asked you to?

"!,41.

"Yes, I would so I wouldn’t
have to see someone I love
suffer. I would support their
decision, and would help in
any way I can."

"Yes. I would rather have
them die with dignity than
suffer."

Ilya Ronin
graduate student
computer science

Paris Raupach
senior
computer and art

’No, because I wouldn’t
want that on my conscience
if there was a possibility
later that they might survive.
It’s a hard decision and I’m a
religious person.’

"No, I wouldn’t because I’m
too selfish. It’s not in me to
help someone commit suicide."

Beverely White
senior
health science

Karina Ofrecio
junior
psychology

"Yes, I would help them. I
believe in the fundamental
right to take their own life if
they are dying."

Steve Goldstein
senior
occupational therapy

"It’s a complicated issue. As
a friend I would want to help
a family member or friend,
but legally I wouldn’t want to
do it because in California it’s
illegal. If it was legal, I would
do it."
Danny Lean
junior
computer engineering

Compiled by Terri Thorp and photos by Kevin Sullivan
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Grandparents are as freaky as they walla be
grandpa and grandma do the
Myfreaky-nasty more than I know
or would like to know.
According to a sex poll done by Roper
Starch Worldwide, a national polling
firm, half of the people over 80 say they
engage in sexual activity with or without a partner at least once a month.
Um ... with or without a partner?
Am I reading this right?
Does this mean grandparents all over
the world have Mr./Mrs.Hand visits
ti to
Mr/Mrs. Happy at least once a month?
Does this mean my grandparents
have the same sexual impulses I have? I MI I %
So, when I walk around campus, see a
good-looking woman and get that special feeling in my loins, my grarnps gets the exact
same feeling?
This is truly an enlightening experience to
know that my elders are people too.
I wish I would have known that fact a lot sooner. My relationship with my grandparents would
have been a lot better.
When I envision grandparents, I admit, I am
like a lot of people. I see them as people who take
a great interest in my life and are always ready to
offer good advice, and more importantly, serve me
great food, such as my grandmothers’ Puerto
Rican pateles and homemade Japanese sushi.
I have never pictured them wearing kinky
clothes, listening to "Let’s Get it On, by Marvin
Gaye and smoking a cigarette after doing the
orgasmic bugaloo.
The next time I visit my grandparents, I will
have a new respect for them.
I will also treat them differently.
I’ll bring over beer for grampa, sit with him on
the front porch and say, "So gramps, which con-

doms do you prefer, ribbed or assorted
colors?"
(3ramps will take a swig of beer, fix
his crotch and say, ’Well boy, if you
really want to know, I never use ’ern."
Hell, I might even invite gramps
over for Football Sunday or to my
favorite strip joint.
As for my grandmothers, I can’t do
it. They have always been the vision of
angels on Earth and maternal love.
Knowing they are involved in anyur
thing sexual is way above my high
level of intellect. I guess if they keep
illII, Ii. on feeding me food, I can live with
them being sexually active.
I guess I could relate with them by
showing them my Victoria’s Se,..ret catalogs and
Sports Illustrated swimsuit issues.
And maybe I could ask them for advice.
"So urn ... grams. Do chocolate and bon-bons
really increase libido in women? What kind of
aspirin gets rid of those headaches that all of you
have almost every night?"
Whatever the answer is, this survey has given
me a deep sense of pride. I can now brag to my colleagues, "Hey, you know my grandparents? They
still know how to get it on."
No really, I’m not joking. With all of the extra
time they have on their hands since their retirement, it is nice to know that a couple of hours or minutes, depending on the skill level - are
spent during the day ... well, you know.
It’s nice knowing I have something to look forward to in my golden years.
I’ll be listening to Marvin Gaye for a long time.
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Jon Perez is the Spartan Daily managing editor
His column appears every Wednesday.
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Parking situation at SJSU disgusts commuters
I’m disgusted. Not only
because I find myself; like
many other San Jose State
University commuters, circling
the parking garages forever in
search of the ever-elusive parking space, but disgusted that
SJSU in even considering using
our valuable 10th Street parking facility as an oversized
bookend for accruing joint
library materials. Are SJSU
administrators unaware of the
horrific parking conditions we
must face each day?
Come on now, students know

the story much too well. You
arrive to school 30 minutes in
advance of your morning class
only to be greeted by a line of
sluggish cars inching their way
into the shadowy garage like a
line of angry ants. For every
BMW or beat-up Volkswagen
you see streaming ahead of you,
you grow more and more fearful
that they will be securing the
last remaining parking spot and you, the hapless student
with a midterm in biology, will
be left circling while fellow
classmates begin their exam.

I see you’re nodding yes in
commiseration.
SJSU needs more parking,
and more access. Issuing $81
parking permits and expecting
the students to fight it out in
the lots is unreasonable. What
are some of the options available? Perhaps yet another
garage, or maybe leveling a few
fraternity houses. Solutions are
needed. Someone needs to wake
up.
Brian Bray
sociology

Sparta Guide
Alternative/Pop Band "Recruita"
Free concert at 12 p.m. in
Ampitheater.
Anthropology and Behavioral
Science Club
Film showing: "Dirty Secrets’:
Jennifer, Everado, and the CIA in
Guatemala at 3:30 p.m. in
Washington Square Hall Room 04.
For more information, call Jonathan
Karpf at 924-5721.

Asian American Christian
Fellowship
Speaker: Pastor Richard Chung at
7:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Costanoan Room. For more information, call Eli at (510) 770-1903.
SJSU Women’s Rugby Club
Practice from 6:30 p.m. -sunset at
Winter Field Track on 10th Street.
All interested athletes are encouraged to join. For more information,
call Hilda at 924-8799.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily mass form 12.10- 12:36
p.m. and Women’s series- Theresa of
Liseux from 7 - 9 p.m. and faith
series- The Death Penalty from 5 - 6
p.m. at the Campus Ministry Center
at the corner of 10th and San Carlos
streets, across from the residence
halls. For more information, call
Ginny or Father Bob at 938-1610.

Nutrition and Food science
Department
Measure your percent body fat
using bio-alectrical impedance. In the
Central Classrooms Building Room
103 form 10 a.m. - 12 p.m. The coat is
$5 for students, faculty and staff and
$10 for all others. For more Information, call Jill Christensen at 9243110.
The Listening Hour
Opera San Jose will be performing excerpts from Gounod’s "Romeo
and Juliette’ and Thomas Webb’s
’Piano’ from 12:30 - 1:15 p.m. in the
Music Building’s Concert Hall. For
more information, call 924-4631.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Bible study from 7 - 9 p.m.
Chapters 9 and 10 of Luke and Daily
Mass from 12:10 - 12:36 p.m. in the
Campue Ministry Center at the corner of 10th and San Carlos streets,
across from the residence halls. For
more information, call Ginny et 9381610.

Pi Sigma Alpha Political
Science Honor Society
Impeachment debate at 1:30 p.m.
in the Student Union’s Guadalupe
Room. For more information, call
924-5550.

Career Center
Resume critique from 12:30 - 3
p.m. in Building Q, and interview
preparation for teachers from 3:30 6 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Umunhum Room. For more information, call 924-6033.

International Relations
Association
Amnesty International guest
speaker at 3 p.m. in the Student
Union’s Costanoan Room. For mor
information, call Karim at 379-4950.

Thursday
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibits
from 10 a.m. -4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information, call Scott and
Jenny at 924-4330.

School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibits
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information, call Scott and
Jenny at 924-4330.

Friday
Chinese Campus Fellowship
Fun of the day (picnic) from 2:20
p.m. - 4:30 p.m. place to be
announced, please call Esther Mar at
298-4693.

SJSU Study in England Program
Informational meeting from 12 - 1
p.m. in the Faculty Office Building
Room 104. For more information, call
Dr. Peter Haas at 924-6674.

Nutrition and Food Science Club
Entertainment Discount Books.
Save up to 50 percent on dining,
movies, sporting events amd more for
sale from now until December in the
Nutrition and Food Science Club box
located in Central Classroom
Building Room 200. For more information, call Melanie at 997-2860.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass from 12:10 - 12:35
p.m. in the Campus Ministry Center
at the corner of 10th and San Carlos
streets, across from the residence
halls. For more information, call
Ginny at 938-1610.

Student Democratic Committee
Campaign kick-off to end 16 years
of Republican governors. Speaker,
music and voter registration drive at
12 p.m. in the Amphitheater. For
more information, call Ignacio
Hernandez at 924-6563.

Saturday

Career Center
Recruiting services workshop at
3:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Almaden Room. For more information, call 924-6033.

Episcopal Canterbury
Community
Free dinner and discussion from
5:30 - 7 p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Center at the corner of 10th and San
Carlos streets, across from the residence halls. Everyone is welcome.
For more information, call Katherine
at 275-1346.
13.18U Ballroom Dance Club
Advanced beginning and
Intermediate cha-cha from 7 - 9 p.m.
in Spartan Complex East Room 89.
For more information, call Carmen at
924 -SPIN.

Notions of Lungren based on fallacy, not fact
Yes, in a state where greater
than one out of every two marriages ends in divorce, his marriage is extraordinary. However,
his campaign ads do not "brag"
about that, as Bethel incorrectly claims. They simply point out
the fact that Mrs. Lungren is
herself a product of the
California junior college system.
As attorney general for
California, Lungren not only
was a leading figure in subduing a crime rate which had
been steadily on the rise for
many years, but he also can
claim responsibility for helping
return crime rates to their lowest levels since the 1960’s.

Unit
Ongoing book sale from 10 a.ni. 9 p.m. in the Clark Library Lobby
and in Wahlquist Library North
Room 408. For more information, call
Acquieion at 924-2705.

Today

Library Donations and Sales

XX Thile Margaret Bethel’s
TV Sept. 25 column on the
California Governor’s race may
have been at a stretch amusing,
it lacked one thing: fact.
Unfortunately, the line
between fact and fallacy is not
as thin as Bethel might hope.
While she may prefer to resort
to name-calling,by making
statements like, "Since apparently more Republicans than
normal people vote," it seems
that most voters prefer facts.
Here are the facts:
Dan Lungren is a strong
supporter of education. He also
supports higher education such
as San Jose State University
and the junior college system.

Building Room 210. For more information, call Amy ICillingsworth at
924-3073.

Asian Student Union
College night from 9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
at Club 383 located at 383 Bay
Street in San Francisco. For more
information, call Jimmy at (415) 2468610.

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Alliance
Gay, lesbian partners and children at 3:30 p.m. in the Student
Union’s Guadalupe Room. For more
information, call Juan Ramos at 4565058.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to
studente, foriatY and -1.1707: d"dhno
desired paZ
entries u noon, three days
cation date. Entry
me arv auadable in the
Spartan Daily Ofllrr Space restrictions may
require edaing of submissions,

Department of Occupational
Therapy
Advising for O.T. program applicants at 5 p.m. in Central Classroom
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Contrary to Bethel’s assertions, Lungren does not hate
Mexico, nor does he hate
Mexicans. Rather, it was Gray
Davis who chose to ignore official meetings with Mexican representatives, in favor of meetings with personal financial
consultants in New York.
So, in November, we can
choose to vote based on inflammatory statements and fallacy,
or we can vote based on facts.
Examine the facts and you
too will vote for Dan Lungren.
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Jason Kidd
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Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the
Opinion pege with a Letter to the Editor.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word responme to an imam
or point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Deily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Subsolmiose =cot ocintala the author’s came, address,
phase number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box
at the Spartan Deily Offic in Dwight Rental Hall Room 209,
at
e-mail
924-3237,
(409)
to
fax
by
sent
SDAILY411jmc.sjsu.sdu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 96192-0149.
Editorials’ are written by, and are the amwecius of,
the Operetta Daily editor!, not the staff
Publidaid opinions and advertimments do not necessarily
wiled the views date Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications or SJSU.
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Start a career between classes.
The Northwestern Mutual LIN sales Internship program.
Through a Northwestern Mutual LAI The LAW Agency should hew Morn you.
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WHERE MIRACLES
EVERYDAY
We road special pawls to help
make dreams come true.
We ane looldng for woman who are willing to donate their eggs to an intends
couple. You must be 21-32, healthy,
non-smoidng, responsible and intelligent We especially need Chinese,
Japanese, Jewish and East Indian
donors. We ofhor compensation, paid
expenses, and address all psychologcal and legal issues.
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Types of injuries vary among sports
By Julia B. Wright
Staff Wnter
In a split second, starting
defender Nikki Beckwith’s season ended for the women’s soccer
team.
As Beckwith went after the
ball in the second game of the
season, her cleat got stuck in the
grass as she was moving forward, causing a tear to the main
ligament in her knee.
"I had high expectations for a
good last season," the 22-year old
Beckwith said. "This was a huge
disappointment because I was
very confident and in great physical condition."
A study of practice-related
injury trends for the 1998 season
by the NCAA reported that
upper leg, knee and ankle
injuries accounted for 51 percent
In
of all reported injuries.
women’s soccer, anterior cruciate
ligament (ACL) knee injuries
occurred at twice the rate of
men’s soccer consistent with
previous studies.
Beckwith’s injury, according
to women’s soccer head coach
Philippe Blin, was a surprise
because of the strength in her
upper leg muscles due to consistent weight-training.
According to Charlie Miller,
San Jose State University’s head
trainer, an athlete can limit the
likelihood of an injury through
proper strengthening and conditioning, but cannot really prevent injuries.
The frequency and types of
injuries vary among sports. In
both soccer and football, concern
over the effects of head and neck
injuries on the function of the
brain has instigated studies.
One study by the Division of
Orthopedic Surgery and the
Department of Physical and
Occupational Therapy examined
the frequency and effects of head
injuries and concussions on 144
male and female soccer players
who played in the 1993 U.S.
Olympic Sports Festival in
Texas.
The results showed 74 concussions in male players and 28 concussions in females. For the
men, 48 of the 74 concussions
were from collisions with another player. For the women, 20 of
the 28 were from such collisions.
The study concluded that men
were more likely than women to
have sustained a head injury
resulting in a concussion.
Men’s soccer head coach Gary
St. Clair said men get hurt more

After tearing the ligament that stabilizes the knee during a soccer
match, senior Nikki Beckwith, left fullback on the women’s soccer
often than women because
they’re bigger, stronger and
faster.
Beckwith disagrees with
St.Clair’s opinion on why men
get hurt more than women.
"Women play the game just as
physical as men, but the men’s
team plays at a faster pace,"
Beckwith said.
Both soccer team coaches said
the men play the game in the air
and women tend to keep the ball
on the ground more.
"The men attack in the air
and collide with other players
more often, resulting in injury,"
St. Clair said.
In the overall spectrum of
sport injuries, head injuries in
soccer are minimal to that of
football.
In football, a high contact and
collision sport, concussions
account for up to 10 percent of all
injuries, according to NCAA statistics.
The NCAA fall 1997 Injury
Surveillance System (ISS) study

revealed higher rates of concussion. According to NCAA statistics, all types of football injuries
occur at a higher rate in preseason practice than in any of the 15

Rosannda Garza/ Spartan Daily
team, now undergoes daily rehabilitation. Carey Nielsen, a graduate
assistant athletic trainer, carefully bends Beckwith’s leg.
there was lots of contact on noncontact days," said Randall W.
Dick, assistant director of the
NCAA’s sports medicine department. The modifications banned

It’s common sense that if an athlete
doesn’t get enough time to warm up
before playing all out in practice, the
likelihood of injuries increases.
Gary St. Clair
SJSU men’s soccer head coach

other sports studied including
regular season football.
The NCAA responded to
unchanged statistics by amending legislation that was effective
this spring to help reduce the
number of practice-related
injuries.
"Previous results showed

full-contact drills on the first
three days of practice and
reduced the total number of fullcontact days from 10 to eight.
For the other four days, contact
is optional but with no tackling.
In full-contact drills, players
can block and tackle in full gear.
On non-contact days, the players

wear only helmets and upper
body pads and still engage in hitting but not tackling.
Even after the legislative
changes,
practice-related
injuries for spring were higher
than the 10-year average.
"We are disappointed with the
numbers, but won’t make anymore legislative changes until
we measure results over a period
of at least three years," Dick
said.
Dick, who oversees the ISS
study by collecting, analyzing
and disseminating data, said a
one-year study is not effective
and that changes to legislation
must go through a trial period
before being seriously re-evaluated.
The results of the study are
reviewed by the NCAA committee on Competitive Safeguards
and Medical Aspects of Sports.
The committee’s goal, according
to Dick, is to reduce injury rates
by introducing changes in rules,
protective equipment and coach-

ing techniques.
St. Clair thinks one of the
ways to cut back on practicerelated injuries is to extend the
preseason team practice on the
field from two weeks to four
weeks for soccer and volleyball.
"It’s common sense that if an
athlete doesn’t get enough time
to warm up before playing all out
in practice, the likelihood of
injuries increases," St. Clair said.
According to Dick, there are
many complicated factors to
extending the length of on-field
practice.
"The players might get
worked too hard during the practice season and increase the rate
of injury," Dick said. ’There is
also a cost factor to consider, and
we just don’t have the evidence
to support such a change.’
Miller thinks practice-related
injuries are high because players
are simply competing for positions.
"We are all trying to prove
ourselves in practice, so we play
really hard," said football player
Jason Mitchell, a junior defensive lineman who is back in the
game after red-shirting last season due to a recurring knee
injury.
According to the NCAA, volleyball is one of the few sports
monitored that has similar
injury rates for practice and
games.
The majority of injuries are
shoulder-related," said Paul
Foronda, student athletic trainer
for women’s volleyball. "Rarely
do shoulder injuries take the
player out of the game."
No season -ending injuries
have been reported for women’s
volleyball so far this season.
Injuries don’t necessarily prevent athletes from continuing to
play the sport of their choice, but
do require professional health
care by the team physician for
assessment, physical therapists
for rehabilitation and athletic
trainers for conditioning and
strengthening to minimize
recurrence of an old injury.
.Before getting back into the
activity, the athlete is recommended to wear certain medical
devices to protect or support the
injured body part, such as a knee
brace or tape.
Beckwith, one of four injured
starters out for the season, will
graduate in May with a bachelor’s degree in human performance and plans to stay
involved in soccer by coaching or
playing indoor soccer in a private
women’s league.

Brown outshines Johnson, powers Padres’ win with 16 strikeouts
HOUSTON (AP) The marquee matc.hup between Randy
Johnson and Kevin Brown lived
up to expectations close, tense
and a lot of strikeouts.
The kicker, though, was that
Brown did an awesome imitation
of Johnson, showing up the Big
Unit in the Astrodome as the
San Diego Padres beat the
Houston Astro@ 2-1 in the opening game of their NL division
series.
Brown struck out 16 and
allowed just two hits in eight
innings in a brilliant performance as the Padres stole homefield advantage in the best-of-5
series. Brown’s strikeouts were
the most ever in division series
play and just one short of Bob
Gibloon’s postseason-record 17 in
the 1968 World Series.

Brown said this was a bigger
game than the no-hitter he
pitched for the Florida Marlins
in 1997.
"Ill take this one any time
because of the impact of the situation," he said. "Being in the regular season, that didn’t have the
meaning for the team that this
one did."
Both aces were obtained in
trades to try to get their teams to
the World Series. Brown was
there last year, winning a ring
with Florida, but became
expendable along with the other
high-priced Marlins and was
snapped up for three prospects.
The Astros got Johnson from the
Seattle Mariners at the July 31
trading deadline.
No one likes facing Johnson,
and the Astros found out how

brutal it can be facing Brown.
"I can’t say enough about the
performance of Kevin Brown
today," said Johnson, who has
lost his last four postseason decisions. ’It was a very dominating
performance.
"Now I know why a lot of the
hitters drag their bats back,"
said Johnson, who struck out 12
Padres in an interleague game
on June 24.
"He defies the law of gravity
with the pitches he throws. With
his forkball and sinker, it’s no
fun facing a guy like that, so I
can imagine what it’s like for our
hitters who were dialed in and
focused."
Brown’s previous strikeout
high was 11.
Brown, 18-7 during the regular season, beat Atlanta’s Greg

Maddux and Tom Glavine in last
year’s NL championship series,
and now has added Johnson to
his list.
Johnson had been practically
untouchable at home, going 5-0
since coming over to the Astros.
Trevor Hoffman, who tied the
NL record this season with 53
saves, allowed an unearned run
on two hits in the ninth.
Bill Spiers led off with a double, and two outs later, Moises
Alou hit an infield single that
third baseman Ken Caminiti
stopped, but threw wide of first
to allow the run to score.
Game 2 is Thursday with the
Padres starting Andy Ashby
against Shane Reynolds.
San Diego’s offense struggled
all September, but had nine hits
in eight innings off Johnson.

With the Astros flailing at
Brown’s hard pitches with a lot
of movement, the Padres won a
postseason game for the first
time since 1984.
Greg Vaughn, who hit his
50th homer in his final regularseason at-bat Sunday night, provided the difference when he
homered to left on a slider leading off the eighth inning to give
San Diego a 2-0 lead.
Jim Leyritz hit a bases-loaded
sacrifice fly in the sixth inning to
score Tony Gwynn, the only player left from San Diego’s 1984
World Series team.
Brown had been 0-2 with two
no-decisions in his previous four
starts despite allowing just
seven earned runs in 30 innings.
Houston’s Killer B’s Craig
Biggio, Derek Bell and Jeff

Bagwell were a combined 0for-10 with seven strikeouts.
Johnson, 10-1 for the Astros in
the regular season, went eight
innings Tuesday, striking out
eight and walking one.
The NL West champion
Padres finally broke through
against Johnson in the sixth,
when they loaded the bases with
no outs on Gwynn’s oppositefield double that appeared to
nick third baseman Spiers’
glove, Vaughn’s infield single to
third and Caminiti’s broken-bat,
bloop single to right that fell in
just past the reach of second
baseman Craig Biggio.
Leyrtiz, a right-hander starting for left-handed first baseman
Wally Joyner, lifted a sacrifice fly
to the warning track in center
field.
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EGG DONATION PROGRAM
If you are between the ages 0( 21

and 32 and in
good health, you can experience the reward
and satisfaction of helping another woman
to conceive. It is the most heartfelt gift one
can give. Our Medical Family specializes
lithe treatment of infertility. We help
many childless couples with our
Egg Donation Program.

A Sufi Celebration!
An cook weeks d Mystical Wile. Sun Zikr. poetry

Love, The Essence of LVe
presented by
M.T.O. SHAHMAGHSOUDI.
Saturday October 17,7 P.M. at Moths Dailey Hall
San Jose State University
Tickets are $10 for general public, $5 for Students
fw kilswidaa md reservation 800-733-7700
Plows

Visit us on the web: www.ihr.com/bafertil/

00.

Contact: Kristin (925) 867-1800 ext. 122
Reproductive Science Center of the Bay Area
3160 Crow Canyon Road, St.. 150, San Ramon, CA 94583
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Nominations: Deadline
Continued from

by Jack Ohman

page 1

application for a friend if he knew about it.
"It seems like a good academic achievement award,’ he said. "But choosing only two
students out of 27,000 could be a conflict for
others because it’s such a small percentage."
Francioni said she and Batuhan sent out

information to more than 200 organizations
and tried to get them to nominate students.
If any student needs to turn in an application after 5 p.m. today, they can call the
A.S. office at 924-6240. Friday will be the
very last day to send in applications.
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PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DALY
AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR: Need
nines as Win for products or a job with a positive working
sentoss advertised beim nor Is environment? Join the YMCA!
those my paerentas implsd. The Aerobics Instructors needed
aleselled coheresof the Sport teaching mening step, hi-M, &body
Daly omit of phi wIndising conditioning classes. Contact
ind DPW. we not approved or Debi 226-9622 x 26. EDE.
waffled by We newspaper.
VALET PARIUNG ATTENDANTS
Ambitious and energetic people
needed. FT/PT. Earn $8-515 per
hour (average). Flexible, will work
MAINTENANCE PERSON wanted around you school schedule.
PT to maintain small apartment Looking for people for the
complex In sunnyvale. Must have Fremont area. Lots of fun and
working knowledge of all aspects earn good money. Call: (408)
of apt. maintenance. 248-4464.
86 7-7 2 7 5 Receptionist will
connect you to our voicemail.
BEHAVIORAL nnolt afternoons Leave name and number where
about 15 hrs/week. Work w/ 4 you can be contacted.
year old boy w/autism. Major
focus on play & communication DRIVERS NEEDED for Veterinary
skills. 408294-2712.
lab. am & per shifts available.
Mail resumes to: 1304 Saratoga
TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR P/T Ave. San Jose, CA 95129. Attn:
ELEM. Credential nor degree Wager; or cal 408345-9051.
required. Enthusiasm a must!
Great & fun ladling experience. SPORTS/CAMP PROG. DIR. FT
VM: 40828741703444. E0E/AAE pus rasp for yr round youth/adult
sports leagues & summer day
TUTORS NEEDED: (lem. di H.S. camp. Reap incl budg dev, rrecting,
subjects. Earn $15420/hour. community/volunteer relations,
prog mgmt. Prey exper req’d,
Jack or Joan 0408-227-6685.
BS/8A. Bilingual a plus. Resumes
PART-TIME HELP WANTED! to Tim Karrihartl, Central YMCA.
Part-time clerk wanted at medical 1717 The Alameda, 95126.
office in East San Jose. Flexible
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS
hours. Call 408.7291881.
15 avail now, exp. nec.
408/283-9144, Power Personnel
TAP PLASTICS
Now Hiring
Sales people to work with tools INGUIRIIIRORS WHITED $15/Fr.
Part-time weekdays. Japanese
Part time positions
knowledge a plus. 408/371-7177.
Training provided
pay
Competitive
SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS
Benefits
JOIN OUR TEAM!!
Great for Industrial Ms Majors
We are remodeling our stores in
Apply in person at:
San Jose and Milpitas!
1212 The Alameda, Sandie
1008 Blossom HIS Rd, San Jcee
And Owing a Nee Sloe Sr Norenber
at 3457 McKee Rd. San Jose!
10151 & De And EINd.Cupertina
Positions Available:
Grocery Clerks .Produce Clerks
TEACHERS
Bakay/Del Clerks *Service Clerks
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
KAI Clerk Weal/Seafood Clerks
Seeking Dedicated instructor for
NI positions offer competitive pay
exciting ’hands on’ science
and a full beneffts package!
fterschool,
Please see store manager for an
:.n-Tar eric:ris per week.
application at Pe folowing locatiats
Experience preferred.
3251 So. White Ai Strike
To apply call
3475 Wee Ri Senior*
1-800-472-4302 ext. 245/297.
1070 Story Rd. San Jose
1641 N. Capitol AvaSen Jcee
AINEMOICY N3W, NOT IIMEDAY
215 W.Calaveras 0. firepitas
Rapidly growing NYSE comrnunicaTo promote a drucfree work
tons co. seeking self-starters who
are looking for fun and money. environment. wedu ere-employment
Part-time /kaltime. Flexible hours. chit/lasting Save Met Supemaiet
Training provided. Call for more is an Equal Opportunity Employer.’
info: 42956066.
MACH ’MIMIC SCHOOL PART THE
*engirds & evenings. No esperlerce
114111INSHIPS AVALABLE
Northwestern Mutual Life Will be necessary. Follow our lesson plan
Mue hme pcd consissecellon skit,
on Campus Oct. 1 & 2 in front
responsible & reliable. 408971-7557
of the Student Union from
Detre Indic Schxl
2:00prn.
to
1000em
943 W. San Cabs SL San Jose.
SWIM INSTRUCTOR/UFE GUARD
DAYCARE / TUTOR
Central YMCA. Close to SJSU.
Flexible hours. Great environment. Seeking P/T after-school cam for
8 & 11 year boys. 15-20 hrs/wk.
298-1717.
$8- $10/hr. Valid COL required.
4082650423.
IMOR CONCESSION STAND. Eves
& Minds. Food Service ever. req.
MVIAGIRMANIE-Telontorksting
387-7285.
Theatre.
Repertory
SJ
firm needs energetic person to
train and motivate sales reps.
TELEMARKETING:
20-36 hrs. wk. Salary + bonus.
Male SS/SuOPfirl the Ans.
Downtown Seri Jose. 4C8/494(200.
Season tickets to our local
theatre we going She hot-cakes.
need more staff - fast! Hourly + 0Rooftwirs APT/KINN& NEP
needed for small, exclusive shop
commission + cash bonuses.
and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. Must
CNI now’ Start Today.
be reliable, honest, able to do
Thom 408/453-7138.
physical work. Exp. working
00t, RETAILER In Santa Clara w/dogs preferred, but will train.
Nrtreg phone/Internet salesceope. Greet poly for dog load $6.50 hr.
Goff/asipmse leueleclw required. Can FAX resume to 408/377-0109
S10/hour plus commissions. or Call 371-9115.
Red* hours. Cal E60/533-5816

EMPLOYMENT
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TEACHNI INSTRUCTOR
P/T-Sernentwy Schools.
D.sc,snUal NOT Required
OpcortunIty far Teedirg Berrienoe.
Need Cu.
WO Mat 008)287-41704W 408
E0E/ME
MOTHER’S HELPER needed for
10 per old boy. Car/CDL req’d.
No Smoking, English speaking.
Renames. Ere Son Jose Footles.
4prn-7pm, Mon.- Frl. $8.50/hour.
Message: 510/4760942.
CHILDREN’S ENTERTAINERS.
P/T, perform fun science perties
on weekend dip. Ore* Pay Tipal
You pick days. We train. Call:
Mad Sdence at 4082625437.
DRIVING 11111111UCTOR
Ws we looking for students
to Medi &fang full/pert time.
WV Vein. Must be 21.
$9.00 to start. Call 3634182.
INCEPTIONNIT
We we looldng for a pert time
receptionist. mornIngs/weelends.
Call 3634182.
DAYTIME UTILITY, F/T, N-F,
clean DMV record. Must have
last pamonellty & good customer
relations. Call (404) 087-4041
between Dam- 430pm.
REPS/TRAINERS NEEDED
Mews not retpdad. One of the
Wird telarnunicitions ocre.
In aminos needs you. Tarr*
=or agpsalve
omi their can
business. Rd or pwt4kne.
CM now: (406) 793.6151.

EXPERIENCED TUTORS NEEDED TEACHER OPPORTUNMES, high
SANDWICH IAPJUER
Mon.Fri. 3pm-8pm. 1st grade quality, licensed childcare centers
118.00/HR TO START
Open 5 days. no voliends, till 2pm through High School. Make for 2-12 year olds. Recreation
$1.000 par month. Call Ms. Scotti enrichment curriculum.
Apply 848 N. First St. San Jose
Flexible PT/FT positions
0408/255-5247.
Days, Eves. Weekends
UFEGUARD NEEDED all shifts
Team Environment
P/T applicants must have current TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
YMCA or American Red Cross School year & summer, Elem. Min 6 ECE required
Earn while you learn Certification. South Valley Family school -age rec. program, P/T
In house training
YMCA. Call Janet 226-9622 s22. from 2-6pm. M -F during the
Benefits &ratable
school year. Some P/T morning
positions available from approx. Growing throughout the Bay Area
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
is hiring Teachers, Aides Sr Subs 7arnliam F/T during summer day KidsPark 260-7929, Fax 33173E6
camp prog. XInt salary, no ECE
for their School Age Child Care
units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec
Centers in San Jose.
CD.
Psych, Soc. or Rec units req.
Dept CallJenet at 354-8700 x223.
We Offer Competitive Pay,
ENGLISH EDITING & TUTORING
ACUFACTS SECURITY
Excellent Training, and a
Experienced with the needs of
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great Work Environment.
Foreign Students.
Great Job for Students.
If you are interested call
Credentialed Teacher & MA.
F/T P/T All Shifts Available
(408) 283-9200 ext. 21.
Go To: vwev.MyEditoccom
Permanent Shifts & Schedules
Ard/Or Cal Jessica 408/978-8034
Top Pay w/ Many Benefits!
CHILDREN’S ETERTAINERS, P/T,
SJSU Alumni & Member of SOUL:
Call or apply in person,
pedonn FUN Science pales on %PeltSave Our University Library.
(408) 286-5880
and clays. Great pay + tips! You pick
end
5550 Meridian Ave. Si.
days. We train. Call: Mad Science
bekeen San Oats & Paiimox,
of the South F*01408)2E26437.
tow the Cad ad Party Stre.
NEED A .100, FINANCIAL AID
SJSU STUDY/WORK ABROAD
INTERNSHP?
SECURITY
OR A PAID
FAIR. Monday, Oct 5th 10-3 in
Abcom Private Security
Call now for part time or
We
will
7th St. Plaza. Your passport to a
train you.
flex time opportunities.
world of opportunities!
Student Friendly.
Nistie: (408) 360-1370.
FT, PT, Witdys & Wknds.
NI shifts. Flexible Schedule.
$100.00 REWARD
408.247-4827
Now HrIng Drkers-Custornar Service
Personnel. Flexible Days & Hours.
ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING
P/T or FIT. Apply in person,
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
up to $600/month!
Ask for Gaby or Eduardo.
group projects,etc. Typewriter
Become a Sperm Donor.
Round Table Pizza, Mow Glen,
Healthy males. 19-40 years old for your applications for mad/law
1175 UMW Axe. voss St. Willow.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty school, etc. Tape transcription.
Phone (408) 295-4644.
Contact California Cryobank Fax Machine. Notary Public.
650-324-1900, M.F. 8-4:30 Call Anna at 972-4992.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
$50 Hiring Bonus!
Theses. Term Papers, Resumes,
Women ages 21-32, Healthy,
Great for Students!
Grab Projects. etc. All formats,
Responsible. All Nationalities.
Serving Downtown SanJose.
.
specializing in (PA, Tape
Give the Gift of Life!!!
Inner City Express. .
mite:nine.
transcription.
22W. Sent John St. San Jose.
$3,300 stipend & expenses paid.
Experienced, dependable, quick
We especially need
return. Alma:len/Branham area.
Japanese and Chinese Donors.
OUTREACH Youth Sports Cooed.
Call Linda (408)264-4504.
PT position 20-25 hrs/wk directPLEASE CA/1 US AT WWFC
($OO) 314-9996
ing youth sports leagues at Luther
EXPERIENCED*
AFFORDAILE&
Burbank School. Hours are after
school, noon-time, evenings & TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We Graduate Studies, Thesis. Tenn
Papers,
Nursing,
Group Projects.
Muds. Rasp for planning, admen, sell discount subcnptions to Bay
promo, dev & evals. Work with Area newspapers. Auto dialers. lisures. Al Formats. Specializing
in APA. Spelling/ Grammar/
vois & community in collaboration Flexible hrs. 9arnapm. Downtown
thru Restorative Justice Dept. Prey near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU. Punctuation/ Editing. 27+ ss
PAM’S
asp req’d. Spanish speaking a.. Hourly $S plus bonus. Media
PROFESSIONAL lACRD PROCESSNG
Resume to Tin Keinhard, Central Promotions 494-0200.
247-2681. 8am-8pm.
YMCA.1717 The Alameda, 95126
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
K-8 school seeks responsible
USE A PHONE LATELY?
individuals for extended daycare.
Licensed public utility. NY stock
SIMMM
P/T in te afternoon. No ECE units
exchange teiecommjnications
required. Previous experience with WRITING HELP-. (510)8014554.
company is looking for you.
Highest quality writing.editing,
children preferred. Please call
Earn unlimited residual income.
ghostwriting. Essays, application
2441968 x 16.
International expansion coming
statements, reports, etc.
soon. Set your own hours.
Please call Dare Bolick,M.A. at
EXPERIENCED NETWORK =HS
800-3714366
(510) 601-9554 or
Tandem- $15.12/hr. PT school
email bolIckbeet.com
VALETPARKERS Valets needed year. FT other. Install, configure.
InSA/MesterCard accepted.
for P/T eves & weekends. Fun. troubleshoot UNIX workstations.
flexible job during school. Park If qualified, get resume to Dick
PROFESPONAL RESUMES.
cars for weddings, parties and Sillan - Fax: 323-5311, email:
Get the job you want now!
special events in the Los Gatos rsillan0AOL.com, mailbox: Eng.
Reasonable prices.
CISE
dept.
area. Must be outgoing, friendly, Bldg. room 284.
Call 408-225-5192
and neat in appearance. No
previous experience nec. Must be "FOOD SERVICE. ESPRESSO
able to drive a 5 sp and have a ’BAR HOSITNG. FT & PT positions POST YOUR RESUME on the WEB
valid CDL and your own transp. available in a busy family style For $35 - post on 15 Web sites.
Send resume + payment to:
Earn up to $12.00/hr with Tips. restaurant located in Sunnyvale.
Call Michael 0 Golden Gate WOW All shifts avail, flex hrs. $8.50/hr POW Graphics, 225 Corning Ave.
Milpitas, CA 95035.
to start. Please call 733-9446
(800) 8263871
Send salary req. + F/T or P/T.
ask for Julia or Wendy.
Sam money and time!
ALMON DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
Recruiters call you directly!
PLUS seeking infant. Toddler, and TEACHERS, FT/PT, excellent
We accept credit cards.
Pieschod Teedies and Aides. F/T 8, salary & benefits, med/dental
P/T positions mailable. Substitute vacation/sick pay, prof. dev. S.
DOM& MAN I
PILCH
park-like
1:9,
beautiful
ratio
that
available
positions are also
Only $57.00 per par.
offer flexible hours. ECE units are playground. strong team
30% - 60%
Sae
MM.
units.
environment!
12
ECE
but
required for teacher positions
on your dental needs.
not required for Aide positions. Enjoy your work with children!
For
info
csii
1-800-655-3225.
378-7805,
Excellent opportunity for Child Charmer Preschool
Development majors. Please call Fax resume to 378-4121.
Cathy for an Interim at 2441968
or fax resume to 2487350.

ecE.

UMMS

MAYM

WO PRONG

res,

ffimammm
ROOMMATE 2 SHARE 2 BR/18A
API $497/mo + 1/2 ute. 8 miles
from SJSU. Female preferred, NS.
2 pods. Cal Christins 243-8228.
POO. SQ. FT. CUSTOM HOME
to share in SJ, located on a
2 1/2 acre lot with panoramic
view, 10 miles from campus.
$600/mo + utl I. 403296-8000311
for more information.

REAL711 & BEAUTY
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back- Chest Lip
Bikini Chin Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
made before 12/31/98.
Hair Today Gone TOTTORDW,
E21 E. Campbell km. *17. Criti.
(4011) 379-3600.
.

3-line minimum
Three
Two
One
Days
Day
Days
98
31-rue
$4
vie
4 Ines
SA
se
98
Sins.
$7
$12
$10
69
6 Ines
$1 tor each addltiont9 line.

Five
Days
0,
$13 Pays err
$14
how
$15
216
Sand check or money order Ix
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jae Slabs
Alp gm foti day, rats Monism by Si per dry.
SanJcsk CA 9519v2e-r49
charge.
bold
no
extra
for
sat
In
spaces)
;1411=25
words amid* in WAS bar $3 each
Classified desk is located In Daighl Rental Hid, Room 209.
Nadine: 10:00 a.m. two molalays Wore publcalion.
SEMESTER RATES
Al ads we propsid.11 No retina’ on moiled ads.
3.9 iina: 370 10-14 Inn: $90
Raise for oorascullvs pubic:01one dales only.
10
15-19 linos:
motions? CALL (408)92442n
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

UMM

WOKS

AUTO FOR SALE

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY, ALPHA PIO
91 Vile TOYOTA 4X4 SRIS $711 Beta Psi Chapter of Apha Phi
&a cond. New dutch & 31 in. tires. celebrates its 50th year at SJSU!
Glee stereo Brent 5144947253.

ANNUMZMODI

MEM&

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediated Aqvanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
100% natural. cr. Recommended Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
30 Day Money back Guarantee!
FREE SAMPLE
CALL 14081 749-6717
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
UYour own probe or disposable.
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
2474486

WOMEN’S RIGHTS... Where
Women Stand 150 years After
the Women’s Rights Movement
Began" series of articles at
www.csmonitor.com - the
Pulitter Mon_,Prize .wiqning C.hristi.en
%Pence
itor.

Daily
ROSS WORD

COMPUTERS ETC,
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
We buy, sell & trade computers.
486. Pentium. Mac, & Notebooks.
Refurt3’d equipment is warranted.
Prompt Repair & Upgrades
5% Student/Fac Discount w/lID
5263 Prospect Rd. Si, between
lirry 85 & 293 neer Lawrence Espy.
408-1173-8070

Certain advertisements in
Mew columns may refer the
reader to speak telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional information.
Clossillad readers should In
reminded that, *inn meldng
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Informarnon Were sending
money far pods a sinless.
In adetkin, mailers should
careinly inmettpla WI firms
ellsring employment listings
arcoupons for discount
motions sr merchend I se.

ULILICLIJUUJJLIJUJIJUJILILIJLEJLILICILICILIJLI
LICILIC/LICULLILICILICICCIUCILILICIUULIULIULIULICI
UJLICILICIJUJULILICICILICILIUJLUDJUJUJJULI
Ad Rates:

MaikEWM
DOG FOUND Monday 9/28 near
Dwight Bente! Hall. Female gold
Pekinese mix. Approx 10-12 lbs.
No collar or tags. Please call Card
9243283.

MANZ

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Nino

MnUMMM
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BORN APTS.
Live in luxury and walk to school!
We offer a pool, spa. sauna, full
gym, on -site management, all
appliances included, central A/C.
Stop by today for a tour.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
’THE COLONNADE
201 So. 4th St. (408) 279-3639.

UNDY HOP & ZYDECO DANCES.
BDRM HOUSE near campus, some Fridays, at First Christian.
newly remodeled. Non-smoker, no 80 S. Fifth St. Call 408-356-1375.
pets. $750/rna + $503dep. 2973532.
UNDY HOP DANCE WORKSHOP
WMMM
2 MORK PPARMIENT 080/1110. Rob & Diane at First Christian
Church, 80 S. Fifth St. Saturday
AUTO INSURANCE
* Security IYro building
October 10.11am-4pm. 3561375
Secure Parking
Campus Insurance Service
Close To Campus
Special Student Progn3ms
Modem Building
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Laundry Room
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
raMMUWn
’Good Rates for NonGood Drivers’ Village Apartments
STEAMIIOAT Colorado km. 1025
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
576 South Fifth Street
$549. with the SJSU Ski &
’Good Students "Educators’
(408) 295-6893.
Snowboard Club. Includes
’Engneers"Scientsts’
flight out of SJ, full condos 5
CALL TODAY 296-5270
night stay, 4 of 5 day lift
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
pass. 2 hot tubs, parties & great
2 RAIDER TICKETS - OCT. 11.
snow. Students & non-students.
NO 08IJGATON
game. Sec 113. row 26 $55. ea Call Mark at 408-292-0955.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
Call 345-7788

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
Print your ad here.

FAX: 408-924-3282

Please check
one classification:
_Campus Clubs’ _Rental Housing
_Greek Mumps’ _Sand Na
_Events
Rai Estate
_Amounoements _Services’
_Lost and Found" _Ilsrilhessulr
_liclunisers
_SportaiThries’
_For Sit
_Insuisse
_Aukis For SoW _EriNhinmere
_Compilers ft.’ _Teel
_Wanted’
_Tulcrinr
_Brownell
_Wcel ProosesIng
_Opponinass
_9choinlips

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in 013H209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

ACROSS
1 Dish
6 Targets
11 Short haircut
14 A Great Lake
15 Condor’s nest
16 Not well
17 Urged (on)
18 Cheap car,
slangily
20 My -bitty
21 Pitcher
Fiershiser
23 Strainer
24 Salamanders
26 Acted like a
siren
28 Main course
30 Rani’s garments
31 Eerie
32 Gin’s companion
33 Vote against
36 Eternities
37 Bell sounds
38 Nothing
39 Genetic inns.
40 Like quilt stuffing
41 Ferocious
animal
42 Pal
43 Pick
44 Bow users
47 Climb
48 Potato or
tuna 49 Doe’s
offspring
50 Suffix meaning
’sort of
53 Daydreamer
56 Window
Covering
58 Ending for
’auction’
59 Turn inside out
60 Consumed
61 Cluck of
disapproval
62 Actor Aiello
63 Tall
grasses

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MEIBUI51 MOM NOM
MORIN MOO 015111112]
CaMOM MOM
M121011ANDOOOM MOD
P11312IA DOM
DINIMMEMINI MIABEIBUD
UDOWEI
UMW IDWIA
MMUM IMMO MOVIM
=A MORN
MONNE!
MIAMOMMIA IMMODOPH
MGM WODU
EIMUM IMMOMMOUNM
MUM MINNFWLJ
MOM EIMMi GICIMPU
MOO DIOIDO @MIMI
0 1998 Unned Featuro Syndics%

DOWN
1 Sigh of relief
2 Racing sled
3 Buenos Aires’
place
4 Foot part
5 Provided with
funds
6 Fence openings
7 Eye. in
Montreal
8 Pnnce Valiant’s
son
9 "- Abner"
10 Earthshaking
11 ’Carmen’
composer
12 Martini garnish
13 Run. as dye
19 Moves swiftly
22 Country eddy
25 Miscalculates
26 Piquant
27 Goddess of
discord
28 Jug
29 Inert gas
30 Bono or Liston

32
33
34
35
37
38
40
41
42
43
44

Small cities
Bargain
War god
Days of -:
long ago
Oaf
- National
Park, Utah
Unearthed
Storm
feature
Burn
Milk source
Valuable
quality

45 PrICOS
46 ’Lois & -"
47 Singer
Robbins
49 Houseplant
51 Went 95
52 Cluckers
54 Actress
Gardner
55 Type of
Buddhism
57 - Dawn
Chong

WM Mid MUM
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MM. MEMMEMMEM
11111M diAMM
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Remedial: High schools not preparing students for university
Continued from page 1
within the first year at a CSU
degree
campus. Students who cannot complete
the requisite courses within their first
year will be asked to finish them outside of the CSU system.
"It will be decided on a case-by-case
basis," said Swisher. "It has not been
decided if we will ask students to leave
a CSU campus or if we will let a student
attend a community college to finish
remedial work while attending a CSU."
The CSU Board of Trustees has not
decided how this policy will affect the
admission of students in the year 2007.
This new policy comes at a time
when an increasing number of students
are in need of remedial education. In

1989, the number of students who failed
the English placement test was 38 percent. In 1997 the number rose to 47 percent.
The number of students who failed
the entry level mathematics test in
1989 was 23 percent as compared to 54
percent in 1997.
Louisa Bostedt, a graphic design
major and a San Jose State University
freshman, found that before enrolling in
any of her classes she had to first show
proof to Admissions and Records that
she had enrolled in a remedial math
class.
"I think it would have been helpful if
my high school had explained to me

that if I did not pass the entry level
mathematics test I would have to take
an extra class," Bostedt said. "I didn’t
even know I should study for the test."
According to the SJSU testing center,
if a student has taken fewer than three
years of college preparatory math or
has not used his or her math knowledge
for some time, review may be necessary.
A copy of the entry level mathematics workbook, which is available in the
campus bookstore, can help a student
prepare for the test.
"I took my second year of algebra in
my junior year of high school. That was
all I needed to graduate," Bostedt said.
The entry level mathematics test

consists of first- and second-year high
school algebra and geometry. The test
also deals with data interpretation,
counting, probability and statistics.
According to Swisher, improving
communication with California high
schools is one of the goals of the CSU
Board of Trustees as well as preparing
high school teachers with more information to better prepare future college
freshmen.
Swisher said these goals will be
accomplished through programs implemented by the board that will include
giving feedback to local high schools
about the entry level mathematics and
English placement test scores of their

former seniors.
"I aced all of my English classes in
high school," said Jose Diaz, a mechanical engineering major at SJSU.
The freshman now finds himself having to take a remedial English class at
SJSU after scoring low on the English
placement test.
The test consists of an essay section
that requires a student to write about
an assigned topic and a multiple choice
section that tests both reading and composition skills.
"My high school teachers did not prepare me for this kind of test," Diaz said.

Conflict: No answers yet for problem parking

Fed: Critics speak up

Continued from page 1
garage, the parking attendant
must call UPD with the student’s information so the student can avoid getting a ticket.
"The parking attendant can
notify dispatch and warn them
that students will be parking
in garages not designated by
the permit," Castro said.
Another resident of Royce
Hall, sophomore Tim Li, suggested the 10th Street Garage
be designated to special event
guest parking only.
According to Sgt. John
Hernandez of the UPD investigations unit, overflow traffic
from Seveth Street Garage is
directed into the Fourth or
10th Street garages during a
large event.
"We are looking at the
option of keeping the Fourth
Street Garage open during all
evening events to relieve gridlock, but we still need to work
out the cost effectiveness and
safety," Hernandez said.
Most of the large events,
such as music concerts, are
held after 8 p.m., so parking
doesn’t disrupt daytime or
evening
class
schedules,
Sandoval said.
"We have even changed the
dates and times of large events
to avoid gridlock," Sandoval

Continued from page 1

FREE ADMISSION!

for comment, but Sandoval
said. He also said the Tool con- dents," Hernandez said.
Traffic and Parking coordi- said there is still time to get it
cert that was originally scheduled for Aug. 26, a weekday, nates parking for events held on the calander of Traffic and
was postponed to the following in the Student Union, Event Parking.
"In the past there was a lot
Sunday so it wouldn’t affect Center, and Morris Dailey
of miscommunication between
Auditorium.
the students or residents.
According to Castro, if an the two departments when
According to Sandoval,
there is a trade-off for the event isn’t reported to the scheduling large events, but
inconvenience to students.
parking department, it will it’s getting better," LoBue said.
Once UPD Lt. Bruce Lowe,
"Most of the special events won’t be added to the calendar,
benefit the students. The increasing the likelihood of manager of Traffic and
Career Center brings hun- traffic congestion.
Parking, has been notified of a
"The Student Union event large event, a voice mail is sent
dreds of employers to campus
for job recruitment, and the coordinator is supposed to to residents and faculty.
The faculty is supposed to
concerts are here for entertain- inform Traffic and Parking of
ment," Sandoval said.
events that involve large inform the students of the
Each semester the Career groups of people from outside event in advance so alternative
Center organizes a job fair that the university," said Leanne plans can be made for parking
brings over 300 employers LoBue, Student Union sched- on the day of the event.
"I have been going to school
from all over the Bay Area to uling assistant.
campus, according to Career
According
to
Matt here for four years and only
Center Counselor Margaret Heimbold, an event coordina- one of my teachers has warned
tor of Grant Washburn the class about an event hapWilkes.
"Traffic and parking has Productions, he has tentatively pening during the week that
made it so easy for us to bring scheduled a movie screening in could upset parking," said
visitors to campus," Wilkes the Student Union Ballroom Vanessa Curci, a senior resisaid. "We all want people to on the night of Oct. 28 that is dent of Joe West Hall.
"I usually get messages
leave here with a good feeling." expected to attract over 600
about upcoming events on my
According to Wilkes, park- viewers.
ing permits are given to each
"Parking was the first thing dorm room telephone."
Lowe suggested students
employer with a map on the we asked about when we spoke
back to make the parking as to the event coordinator, Chris look at the university web site
Hightower," Heimbold said. for a calendar of events and
easy as possible.
"Guests are not guaranteed "He told us that guests could adjust their parking plans
parking with the permit. They just show up and park in any of accordingly.
have to get here early and the garages."
search for a spot just like stuHightower was unavailable

FREE PHOTOCOPYING SERVICES!

FREE PARKING!

SHOPPING FOR A NEW CAREER? DON’T MISS...

VALLCO
CAREER DAYS

repayment of a loan. The prime
rate is currently at 8.5 percent.
Howard Combs, chair for the
marketing and management information systems department at
SJSU, said the interest rate cut
could affect credit card interest.
’"his cut could mean lower credit card payments for students,"
Combs said.
Cochran added that the interest
rate cut could also mean lower
monthly car payments and lower
mortgage rates.
"The interest rate cut makes a
huge difference on mortgage payments," Cochran said. "You could be
saving $50 a month from housing
costs on a $300,000 mortgage,
which is about the average in San
Jose."
Interest rate cuts are normally
good news to investors, but on Wall
Street, news of the interest rate cut
was met with huge disappointment. Investors, who had been hoping for a bigger rate cut, sent stock
prices plunging by more than 100
points after the announcement.
The Dow Jones industrial closed
Tuesday down 28.32 points at
8,080.52.
"Investors were disappointed,"
said Bettisworth. He said investors
were hoping for a half-point cut
instead of only quarter of a point.

"It was just not enough. But anything is better than nothing."
However, Bettisworth said
Tuesday’s reduction was probably
just the first of a series that would
send the funds rate down by a full
percentage point during the next
year.
"That’s just how he (Federal
Reserve Board Chairman Alan
Greenspan) does it," Bettisworth
said. "He does it little by little, bit
by bit."
Congressional critics, who have
complained that the Fed has been
slow to recognize the threat of
Asian economic troubles to
American manufacturers and
farmers, were also unhappy.
"America and the rest of the
world needs stronger action by the
Federal Reserve," said Sen. Tom
Harkin, D-Iowa. "The weakening of
foreign economies is dragging down
the U.S. economy."
So far, the main impact on the
United States has been to send the
trade deficit to record levels, and
American exporters such as Silicon
Valley’s semiconductor industry
have lost valuable overseas markets. Fremont-based Cirrus Logic
and Santa
Clara’s Applied
Materials have recently announced
layoffs.
AP wire contributed to this report
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Spirit wee

Hundreds of Positions In All Hiring Areas!
Sales to Management, Programming to
Administration, Retail to Banking...

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2ND
1 lam to 4pm

SATURDAY OCTOBER 3RD
10am to 4pm
VALLCO FASHION PARK - CUPERTINO
WIN a TV, SOUND SYSTEM, Etc.
Spirit teams will compete for points in the following categones:
T-shirt and Spirit Sales
Decorating Contest
Attendance at Rally and Game
Minimum requirement for a Spirit Team is 5 individuals.
5 sorority members
5 Alumni
5 friends
5 fraternity members
5 anybody’s

jobsAmericafi
A Wes tech Company
FOR MORE INFO OR COMPANIES INTERESTED
IN PARTICIPATING PLEASE CALL:
(408) 748-7600 OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT
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Nominate a Homecoming King or Queen
Forms are located in A.S. Government Office
Student Union Room 380

For more info contact 408.924.6262
or go to the A.S. Business Office
Student Union Room 235

Get Involved!

